
Pedia-Tricks: How Learning to Think 
Like a Magician can make you a Better 

Pediatrician



DISCLOSURE SLIDE

I have no financial 
relationship with 
any commercial 
interest related to 
the content of this 
activity.

OBJECTIVES

Identify the similarities of magic and medicine from the 
perspective of a pediatric patient and recognize the evidence‐
based benefit of seizing on this relationship by approaching 
pediatric patients through a prestidigitation paradigm

Apply skills long utilized by professional magicians such 
asmisdirection, magician’s choice, and surprise to improve 
rapport as well as the diagnostic yield of physical exam in all 
patient encounters

Perform ten simple to master magic tricks that 
can be incorporated into the pediatric exam



The Doctor’s Visit 
Jan Steen (1658-1662)

The Magician
Hieronymous Bosch (c. 1450)

Magician vs. Physician



Others Using Magic in Medicine

The Science 
Behind the 

Magic



While in fMRI scanner, participants were shown videos in a random 
order of three similar scenarios:

• Magic Condition – Cause and Effect Relationship is Violated (i.e. 
magician folds a one dollar bill into fourths and when unfolds it is a five 
dollar bill)

• Causal Control Condition – Cause and Effect Relationship is Upheld
(i.e. magician folds a one dollar bill into fourths and when unfolds it is 
still a one dollar bill)

• Surprise Condition – Something Unusual/Unexpected Happens, but 
Cause and Effect Relationship is Upheld (i.e. magician folds a one 
dollar bill in half, and then tears it in two pieces, ending with hands in 
‘end of trick’ gesture

• Compared to situations in which expected causal relationships are 
observed, magic trick perception recruited dorso‐lateral prefrontal 
cortex (DLPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)

• ACC is involved in perception of pain and regulation of autonomic 
function (HR, blood pressure) and DLPFC is highly active during vivid 
dream states



• Examine the effects of the presence of 
clowns on a child’s preoperative anxiety
during the induction of anesthesia 

• Two groups of children having same day 
surgery with anesthesia

Clown Group (Clown and Parent 
present through induction)
Control Group (Parent only present 
through induction)

• Modified Yale Preoperative Anxiety Scale 
used to assess anxiety levels

P value < 0.01

• Anxiety was significantly decreased during induction in the clown 
group

• Change in anxiety level from waiting room to induction room was 
nearly double for the control group, but was unchanged in the clown 
group



• Seventy children aged 3-6 identified as strong-willed (based on 
criteria from previous visits) were randomized to either see a magic 
trick for distraction or traditional behavioral management technique 
“Tell-Show-Do” (TSD)

• Before being asked to sit in the dental chair
Magic+ Group: Shown the same magic trick 
Magic– Group: Received same TSD technique

• The following variables were recorded for each group:
Time to Dental Chair (in minutes)
Ability to perform the dental exam (yes/no)
Frankl’s Behavior Category

• Children in the Magic+ group sat on the dental chair 
significantly faster than children in the Magic– group.

• Radiographs could be taken in more Magic+ children. 



Magic Trick: ~5%

Goal For Today: Teach You to Think Like a Magician

Let’s Get Started



TRICK # 1

MISDIRECTION

mis.di.rect.tion (n)

form of deception in 
which the attention of an 
audience is focused on 
one thing in order to 
distract its attention from 
another

"Nearly the whole art of sleight of hand depends 
on this art of misdirection." 
Harlan Tarbell, The Tarbell Course in Magic Vol. 1







An Example of Extreme 
Misdirection

Inattention Blindness: 
Failure to notice an 
unexpected stimulus 
that is in one's field of 
vision when other 
attention-demanding 
tasks are being 
performed (i.e. Extreme
Misdirection)



So How Can Misdirection Be Used To Your 
Advantage as a Pediatrician?

• Distraction Techniques 

• Destigmatize the Exam Object (Hand it to 
them; use it for a trick)

• Look where you want them to look, not at 
what you’re doing

• Gather information under the guise of doing 
something else (i.e. pressing on belly with 
stethoscope)

Jendrassik Maneuver

TIP: Begin Planning Your Misdirection 
from the Approach

Misdirection Shots



TRICKS 
# 2-3



TRICK # 4



TRICK # 5



PRACTICE 
PATTER

Pat.ter (n)

the story or verbal 
routine that 
accompanies a magic 
trick changing the 
experience from a 
mere oddity, to a 
theatrical event



• Allows you to tell a story which you can use to your advantage:

• Example for otoscope tip vanish: “Some of these tips have 
been becoming invisible. Like this one. Now where could it 
have gone. Maybe it’s in your ear. Should I look?” After 
exam, reproduce it from behind their ear 

• Vanished item keeps popping up in different places of the 
exam 

• Can allow you justification for exam

Gives you a chance to assess imaginative play/pretend

Allows you to draw attention to something important 
but mundane

How Can Patter Matter?

TRICK # 6



TRICK # 7

One Ahead Principle

ELEMENT
of

SURPRISE

1) Never reveal your secret

2a) Never tell the audience 
what you are going to do

2b) Never repeat a trick for 
the same audience

The Cardinal Rules of Magic



TRICK # 8

TRICK # 9



SETTING 
the

STAGE
cold op.en (n)

the technique of jumping 
directly into a story at the 
beginning or opening of a 
show to gain the audience’s 
attention (see: teaser)



• Primes the patient for a less anxiety 
provoking experience thus lowering 
their guard

• Gives you “Kid Credentials”

• Allows for the opportunity to bribe for 
exam compliance (“After I look in your 
ears, I’ll show you another trick”)

Warming Up with a Cold Open

TIP: Use Something They Are Interacting 
With Already (i.e. crayons, Play-doh, 

napkins, etc.)

TRICK # 10



I Knew 
You Would 

Pick 
Red!!!



I Knew 
You Would 

Pick 
Green!!!



MAGICIAN’S 
CHOICE

ma.gi.cians choice

the technique of setting multiple 
paths to the same endpoint 
whereby the conjurer gets 
participant to name the desired 
choice under the guise of free will



• Outcome – Need to look in kid’s ears
Perception of Choice – “Which ear should I  
look in?”

Outcome – Need to listen to anxious kid’s 
heart
Force them to Correct You – “Do I listen here? 
(foot) Here? (head)”; Eventually they point to 
heart

• Very Undesired Outcome – Need to give a shot
Perception of Relative Choice – “Arm or Eyeball?”

Using the Force – Employing the 
Magician’s Choice During the Exam



What’s In Your Bag of Tricks?

• Misdirection

• Patter

• One Ahead Principle

• Element of Surprise

• Cold Open

• Magicians Choice/Force

T
H
E

E
N
D
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Hello,  

 

I hope you enjoyed at Magic Workshop at the Pediatric Grand Rounds. The 

following handout includes descriptions of each trick you learned as well as 

some of the key concepts.  

 

Several of the tricks include links to youtube videos where you can visually 

see the demonstration as well.  

 

Please feel free to email with any questions or if interested in hosting a 

workshop for your institution.  

 

Magically yours, 

 

Mike Pitt, MD 

Divisions of Global Pediatrics and Hospital Based Medicine 

University of Minnesota School of Medicine 

mbpitt@umn.edu 

 

 

mailto:mbpitt@umn.edu
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Key Concepts 
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Tricks With Your Hands 
Remember, these tricks are good just prior to washing your hands as it links the two.  

 
Stretching Arm 

This is the perfect trick to follow the stretching thumb. You need to be wearing long 

sleeves for this to work. Hold your right arm out to your side with the palm facing the 

audience. Keep your elbow slightly bent and make sure your sleeve is as far up on your 

hand as it can go.  

With your left hand grab your right palm with the thumb in front and fingers behind and 

begin to make small tugs away from your body allowing your wrist to emerge from your 

sleeve. As you tug, slowly straighten your elbow and push your arm out as far as you can. 

The more you can milk this (i.e. the more little tugs you make to expose your wrist) the 

more it looks like you are stretching your arm.  

Finish by bringing your left arm across your body stretching it out so that your left 

fingers only make it halfway across your palm. This is another illusion that your left arm 

is longer than your right.   
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Stretching Thumb 
I love this trick. For the best effect, be sure you are facing the patient. With your left 

hand, make the thumbs up sign and bite the very tip of your left thumb nail keeping the 

back of your curled fingers facing the audience, and being sure to keep your thumb fully 

extending showing as much of it as possible.  

 

Bring your right hand towards your mouth and curl your right four fingers around your 

left thumb blocking it from view. Now under the cover of this movement, switch which 

thumb is in your mouth, putting your right thumb in and taking your left thumb out. Your 

right hand is now holding your left thumb in a finger grasp, and your right thumb is in 

your mouth.  

 

Now, in a quick movement, pull your left hand down towards the floor allowing your 

right thumb to straighten out. This will look like you have doubled the length of your 

thumb. Reverse the step pulling your left hand back towards your mouth and bending 

your right thumb allowing it to fall behind your fingers again. Re-switch the thumbs in 

your mouth so you are back to where you began. 

 

Repeat this once or twice, being sure to add the appropriate facial expressions and sound 

effects. 

 

The Twisting Hands Challenge 

This was the trick we used to illustrate the power of misdirection. It is best explained by 

watching this you youtube video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVddsrDdJv0 

 

Tricks With Items in the Room 

 
Vanishing Crayon 

Hold a crayon, pen or pencil in your right hand with your thumb and pointer finger. Place 

a coin or other object in your left hand and tell them you are going to make it disappear 

on the count of three. Hold the coin in your palm up left hand at about eye level for the 

audience and stand so that your left profile is facing them. You will now tap the coin with 

the crayon apparently three times and the crayon will vanish on the third tap.  

 

In reality you will place it behind your right ear. Each time you bring your hand up to tap 

the coin, by bending your arm at the elbow, you will slide the crayon above your right 

ear. This way it looks the same each time. The first time you bring it back, and tap the 

coin saying “one”, the second time you bring it back, tap the coin and say “two.” The 

third time the crayon goes behind your ear, leave it there, and bring back your empty 

hand (keeping the same grip as if the crayon was there) and tap the coin saying “three.” It 

will appear that the crayon disappeared instead of the coin. 

 

To make the crayon reappear, repeat the same actions, but this time, on the count of three 

retrieve the crayon. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVddsrDdJv0
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The key to this looking good is having exactly the same timing for each count. The 

movements for 1 and 2 should look identical to the movement for 3. It takes a little time 

to leave the crayon, so be sure to take more time on the first two counts.  

 

REMEMBER – You can start with a crayon of a different color (say blue) in your hand 

hidden in your hand already, and when leaving the original (red) crayon behind your ear, 

you come back with the blue one revealed and it looks like they’ve changed color.   

 

Crayon ESP 

For this trick you only need four crayons. It is best to use red, green, blue, and yellow. 

Tell the audience that you can read colors by just using your finger. Have someone mix 

up the crayons and hand them to you behind your back. Hold them in your hand behind 

your back.  

While they are behind the back, take one of the crayons and push it out of your fingers so 

it is separate from the other ones. With your thumb nail of your right hand, scrape some 

of the wax from the crayon under the nail. Casually bring out your hand and say that you 

are going to tell the audience the color of the crayons before you bring them out. While 

you are saying this you are looking at the piece of crayon under your nail. This is the 

color of the crayon you are holding between your fingers. Let’s say it is the red crayon. 

 

Now say, “I will reach behind my back and pull out the red crayon.” While you are 

pretending to feel the different colors behind your back, you are really doing several 

things. First, you are taking the red crayon from your fingertips into your other hand. 

Then you push another crayon into the fingertip “waiting” position you just took the red 

one from, and at the same time scrape some of the wax from that crayon onto your 

thumbnail. 

 

When you bring out the red crayon and show that you were able to grab it just by feeling, 

you secretly look at your thumbnail again. This color, we’ll say blue, will be the crayon 

in your fingertips of the hand behind your back. Say, “I will now try and feel for the blue 

crayon.” 

 

Repeat the process you just did until all of the crayons have been correctly identified 

before you pulled them out from behind your back.  

 

TIP: Remember the patter can be used to your advantage here. In a difficult to examine 

child, show how your hands can be used to find things out, like the color of crayons you 

can’t even see! 
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French Drop (vanishing otoscope tip, etc):  

Again, better learned as a video. Remember, use the story to your advantage. Make the 

otoscope tip vanish and look for it in their ear. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWY8r32MLA0 

 

FORCING TRICKS 
 

The Magician’s Choice 

This is a technique of forcing an item in which the magician uses words and psychology 

to make the audience select the item he or she intended. The magician will ask several 

questions to the audience, and seem to use their answers to arrive at a card. In reality he 

makes their answers point to the card that he wants them to select. 

Here’s an example: Let us say that the card you wish to force is the 3 of diamonds. Begin 

by saying to someone from the audience. “There are four suits in a deck of cards. Name 

two of them.” If diamonds is one of the suits they name, then say, “Good, choose one of 

those.” If, however, they don’t say diamonds, say “That leaves diamonds and whatever 

other suit they didn’t name.”  Then ask them to name one of those.  

For example, if they say hearts and clubs, say “That leaves spades and diamonds. Choose 

one of those.” Again, if they say diamonds say “Good.” If they say the other suit, say 

“That leaves diamonds.”   

At this point ask someone in the audience to remember the suit that you’ve arrived at. In 

this example you will be asking someone to remember diamonds. 

You will now use the same method of eliminating the wrong cards and forcing them to 

name your force card. Say to another person, “Let’s say the top half of the deck is ace 

through seven and the bottom half is eight through king. Choose top or bottom.” Since 

our example force card is a three, it is in the “top half” of the deck. So, if they say top, 

say “Good.” If they say bottom, say, “That leaves the top.” 

You know have their “free choice” narrowed down to seven cards. Remind them that the 

top half of the deck is made up of the ace, two, three, four, five, six, and the seven. Ask 

them to name three cards in a row. As before, if the force card is one of the cards named, 

say “Good” and ask them to name two of those. If it is not named, tell them the cards that 

remain. For example, if they say “Five, six, seven” say, “That leaves us with the Ace, 

two, three, and the four. Pick two of those.” 

Continue this method of elimination until only the force card is left. You can then reveal 

that you knew they would name that card by showing a prediction you made earlier or 

pulling the card from your pocket or even your shoe. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWY8r32MLA0
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Spell Force/Item Prediction 

You can use a version of the magician’s choice to force one of six items. 

You can force the third item in a row of six items by using the method below. Start by 

writing a prediction down of the third item (i.e. crayons, pokemon cards, etc). Then ask 

for them to pick a number between one and six. 

If they say one. Spell O-N-E while counting from the left to the right, touching one item 

for each letter. You will land on the force item. Do the same thing if they say two or six. 

Spell T-W-O or S-I-X and you will still land on the sticker card. 

If they say three count 1-2-3 and you will also land on the item. If they say four, count in 

the other direction 1-2-3-4 and you will land on the sticker card. Finally if they say five, 

spell five, F-I-V-E, by starting on the right with each card being one letter. This will also 

be the sticker card. 

Once they’ve picked their item, show your prediction.  

 

 

 

 


